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Making woodwind instruments 

 
7- Drilling long holes in woodwind instruments 

 
7.1 Introduction 
There are several methods for drilling long holes in woodwinds. But before explaining 
these methods, some important principles must be mentioned. 
   The first thing concerns the order of work: the drilling and reaming of an instrument part 
comes before turning the exterior profile. Secondly: a hole is (nearly) always bored from 
one side only. The drill is thus going through the whole length to the other end of the 
wood. It is not as with drilling long tunnels, where they work from both ends and meet 
somewhere in the middle; or just hoping to do so, because there will always be some 
deviation. And such deviations easily happen when you are boring from two opposite sides 
in a piece of wood. 

Warning: recently I had a problem with drilling a hole in a piece of snake wood, 
which is a very hard and dense type of wood: just before the drill reached the end of 
the wood, the piece cracked over its whole length. That might also happen with 
drilling pieces of artificial ivory or other hard plastics. I know of a Dutch woodwind 
maker who, because of these problems, bores his pieces of African black wood up to 
about 10 mm before the end, which last end he then saws off. That brings us to 
further advice: always use pieces of wood with some overlength (and overwidth). 

Thirdly: there are for woodwind makers essentially three ways to make a hole: 
1: pushing a spinning drill against a steady piece of wood; 2- pushing a piece of wood 
against a spinning drill; 3: pushing a drill against a spinning piece of wood. 

 

 
method 2-: drilling 9 holes of a rackett (Ton Pel) 

 

 
 

method 1- (Jan Bouterse, 35 years ago) 
method 3-: the wood is spinning (Charles Stroom) 



Each drilling method has its advantages and disadvantages (and dangers). Method 3 is the 
traditional way of the woodwind makers in the past, and is still preferred by many of them 
today. But your lathe must be suitable for the job (mine is not for longer pieces of wood), 
with a chuck and a lunette or similar device (Charles Stroom had made one himself, with a 
ball bearing in a wooden frame; see also the photo in Comm. 2056 of a modern metal twist 
drill mounted in the chuck). 

 
Fourthly, the usual method in making many types of woodwinds is first to drill a pilot hole 
through the wood, which is widened in subsequent steps, for instance by using reamers. 
This is the only way to work with instrument parts with a conical bore profile, but I do it 
also with cylindrical bores. 

For instance: I have made a renaissance traverso, length 635 mm, bore diameter 17.8 
mm. At first I made a pilot hole Ø 10 mm (step 1), then I made the bore wider to 17.0 
mm, using a drill that followed the pilot hole exactly (this time I can bore from both 
ends, step 2); the last act was widening the bore to the desired 17.8 mm with a reamer 
which also provided a smooth surface to the inner wall (step 3, see schematical draw- 
ing below). 

 
In the fifth place: the first centimetres of a hole especially must be bored with great 
accuracy. A small deviation in the direction of the drill in this section means that a big 
deviation at the other end of the wood might occur, even with the danger that the drill will 
break out somewhere at the side instead of the opposite face of the wood. 
   With method 1 you must rely on your eyes. A long drill makes it easier to check the 
direction, but as you can see in the photo on the previous page, it is easy to bend the drill 
(something you can hardly see yourself), because there is always some flexibility in long 
drills, especially the thin ones, or drills without a solid centre (such as twist augers). 

 
Nowadays I mainly use a combination of method 1 and method 2, beginning with 2. But 

I take a much shorter drill than in the photo on the previous page; this because I only want 
to drill about 80 to 100 mm in this way. The wood is pressed against the spinning drill, 
using the live centtr and turning the hand wheel of the tailstock. The problem is that you 
actually need three hands for the operation: one to keep the wood in its place (it is espe- 
cially difficult to hold irregular shaped pieces of wood firmly, up to now I have not found 
the ideal system for doing that other than by strength of hand), the second one for operating 
the wheel or the lever, the third one for switching the lathe on (for switching off I can use 
my knee or foot). The right direction of the hole is now established with method 2, after 
which I take the wood out and continue with method 1, with a longer auger in my electric 
drill: it is safer for me. 



7.2 About d-bit drills, spoon drills, shell augers and gun drills 
 
A hole can be made with any tool that has a sharp point. But with an awl you can only 
‘pierce away’ some wood, not making a clean round hole. It is much better to have a tool 
that cuts or scrapes the material at its front or tip in a controlled way. That residue (chips, 
which sometimes come out more like dust) has to get out, otherwise you have a problem. 
There are several ways to get rid of the stuff, but often you have to retract the drill. It all 
depends on the type of drill and the wood, and how dry the wood is. What we want to 
achieve is a hole that goes straight from one point to another, which is perfectly round with 
the same desired diameter over the whole length, and with nice clean walls. And what we 
especially want to avoid: curved holes. These may occur especially when you are drilling 
small diameters (for instance Ø 5 mm) over a longer distance. Straight holes which go a bit 
sideways are generally not such a problem; if there is enough thickness of the piece, you can 
re-centre the wood again. 

A very simple looking tool is a so-called ‘d-bit drill’, which can easily be made from a 
rod of metal. Using a grinding wheel, you have to make a chamber (to gather the residue) 
and a cutting edge at its end. Do not grind too much of the circumference for the chamfer, 
just a bit more than the half of the rod must be left. See www.machineconcepts.co.uk./small 
pipes/tools.htm for a description (with drawing) how to make a d bit drill.  Surprisingly, the 
position of the point of the cutting edge is not so important: it might be at the far side (see 
photo below), or more in the centre. You can make these drills as long as you want; rods 
are available in many diameters, for instance in silver steel, which can be hardened as well. 

 

 

Photo: a d-bit drill by Michael van der Most, a member of Bouwerskontakt. Instead 
of hardening the whole of the upper part of the drill, he soldered a small piece of 
hardened metal to the tip of the rod. A flat strip ground at one side of the shaft 

over the length makes 
working with the drill a bit 
easier. More work is turning 
a long part of the shaft to a 
somewhat smaller diameter. 

 
Left: Two d-bit drills (Ø c. 6 
mm) by John Roy, also a 
member of Bouwerskontakt. 
The right one cuts at the top, 
the left one more at the sides, 
to make a clean surface of the 
bore which was made with 
the other drill. 

http://www.machineconcepts.co.uk./small


 
I made this d-bit drill (Ø 6.0 mm, 
frontal and side view), with the 
point of the cutting edge in the 
centre. 

 
 
If you have a long spoon drill, you might be able to get a clean bore in one go as well, but 
then you must buy such a drill with the right diameter. 

From Youtube (www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPFiwol9MGM) spoon drills were the 
most commonly used before the industrial age when modern ‘cork screw’ drills 
became easy to manufacture. They were common for basically any type of wood- 
working from makings stoola and other furniture to chests to shipbuilding. The spoon 
head eats through wood and other soft material as it spins and makes a hole. It doesn't 
transport the residue from the hole though so you have to clean that out more often 
than we're used to with modern drills or you get stuck. There are many examples of 
these from iron age, the best known are the tools in the Mästermyr chest from the 
Viking age which contained several spoon drills. Nowadays they're still used by 
chairmakers but not by many other people and are hard to come by. 

See also www.wonkeedonkeetools.co.uk/spoon-bits/why-would-you-choose-a-spoon-bit-
over-other-drill-bits/ about the advantages of working with spoon drills. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spoon drills, the tools of a 
maker of traditional Dutch 
wooden shoes. 

 
 
 

  Left: top of a 

very long (4 m) 
spoon drill, used for drilling a water conduit through the hart of a tree trunk. The tip of the 
drill has a short spiral. The drill was turned into the wood, several people were needed for 
the operation. You can see such spoon drills in several local museums in Alpine 
countries. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch
http://www.wonkeedonkeetools.co.uk/spoon-bits/why-would-you-choose-a-spoon-


There is not so much difference between a spoon drill and a spoon reamer: the reamer has a 
tapered shape and you can make a conical bore profile with it. The Norwegian instrument 
maker Sverre Kolberg (is he still alive and active?) wrote in April 1987 three articles (in 
Dutch and German, also published - in 1988 - in De Bouwbrief) with the title 
‘Figurazione’, the first of them about the art of forging. Here he describes how to make 
spoon drills and reamers from a piece of reinforcing steel. 

Kolberg developed original ideas how to design flutes and recorders. His starting 
point is the proportions of the instruments: he puts the tone holes in the positions and 
dimensions according to his proportional theory and tunes the instruments mainly by 
making adjustmensts to the bore profile using spoon drills and reamers. It is a method 
that works often really well with renaissance type of woodwinds. 

 

 
 
Sketch by Kolberg from Part 1 of his Figurazione. Fig. 16 shows a cross section through the 
top of a spoon drill: it is important that, just as with d-tip drills, that the drill covers a bit 
more than the half of the circumference of the hole that is bored. Fig. 18 shows a template, 
made in sheet of brass, with exactly round circle segments, for checking the shape of the 
drills. Some skill is needed to forge these drills in a perfect round shape. 

 
The catalogue of Ridgway (a firm which no longer exists) offered spoon drills with other 
types of cutting edges, called a ‘dodd’s pattern shell auger’ and ‘lamp standard shell auger’ 
(see Comm. 2056 for a picture). On the website of Toolpost I found under turning access- 
ories this information: ‘The (shell 
auger is) traditional - and still the best 
(and affordable) - tools for long hole 
boring on the woodturning lathe. 
The standard shell auger is (or was) 
available in a variety of sizes. The 
normal shell augers can be very diffi- 
cult to sharpen successfully but a 
newer version, called the deluxe auger 
(see photo, which comes from 
www.rlarson.com) helps overcome 
this difficulty as well as providing 



improved chip clearance with a spiral flute. All augers should be used carefully and slowly, 
withdrawing the tool often to clear the waste from the hole.’ 

 
Gun drills are the most sophisticated drills for making long (and very long) holes in wood. 
They do their work in combination with air that is pressed through a narrow tube in the drill 
up to close to the cutting edge. The waste will then be blown back through the slit at the 
surface of the drill (more or less straight in your face if you stand just behind the drill). Gun 
drills can only be used when the wood spins in a lathe, and the drill is pushed against the 
wood. And you will need also equipment for the compressed-air. 

 

  
Gun drill (exploded view and cross section) 

 
7.3 Twist drills for wood and metal 
There are many types of twist drills which you can use in wood. Good old Mr Ridgway 
mentioned several of them in his catalogue: such as solid centre auger bit, solid centre bit 
with single spur, solid centre auger bit with long twist (jennings pattern nose), scotch auger 
bit and scotch fencing bit, and so some more. All these drills have their merits, but also 
their problems, such as that they are often difficult to sharpen. And they must generally be 
used at low speed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Picture from the Ridgway catalogue R74 



One of these types of twist drills are ‘single twist augers with screw point’. They are on the 
moment available (and not very expensive) in many DIY-shops in the Netherlands, so they 
could be attractive for woodwind makers. But I (and other people as well) have had 
problems with this type of drill: it was really racing through a piece of wood, but then 
jammed suddenly (a dangerous moment!). The problem is the screw at the top of the drill. 
Martin Robinson (Bouwerskontakt) had the same problem: the screw goes so fast into the 
wood that the cutter can’t keep up and the drill comes to a sudden stop. His solution: 
grinding off the screw (making it into a sharp point only) and also removing the spur at the 
side. And use the changed drill after that operation on a moderate speed. 

Searching on internet I found the site of the German Famag factory, which makes a 
‘Schlangenbohrer für die Hartholz-Bearbeitung' (a ‘snake auger' for working in heavy 
hardwoods), see: www.famag.com/EN/Home/Detail/2668b9c7-e9cd -4bca-a1df-613 
d23104f25 (the site is in English). I am interested to know if this drill is safer, but it 
is not so cheap. 

 
In the photo, right, the upper 
drill is the problematical one 
with the aggressive screw at 
the top, which is better 
ground down. 
  The lower drill is a so-called 
cv-wood twist drill: they are 
easier to sharpen and you can 
use them with higher speeds. 
Short drills of this type can be 
bought in all DIY-shops, it is 
more difficult to find longer 
cv-wood twist drills. 

 
And here the same auger as the upper one, 
but with the top screw which I ground to a 
kind of pyramid and with the spur also 
removed. It bored now rather well on my 
electric drill, in a much more controlled way, 
and with a rather good chip clearance. 

 
The alternative which I also use is a common metal twist drill, also available in DIY-shops, 
for the longer types you must, however, look elsewhere. These drills are easy to sharpen, if 
you use a device which can be attached to your grinding wheel. Each type of metal actually 
needs actually different sharpening angle, but the standard angle is good enough for boring 
in wood. Attention: the residue will clog up in the upper part of the twist of the drill (and 
very much so if you lubricate the top of the drill with some oil), so you must retract and 
clean the drill rather often before the hole is finished. 

 
 
 

common metal twist 
drill 

http://www.famag.com/EN/Home/Detail/2668b9c7-e9cd
http://www.famag.com/EN/Home/Detail/2668b9c7-e9cd


7.4 Flat bits 
 
Flat bits (also called spade bits) are not ideal for drilling long holes, despite the fact that you 
can buy them in long sizes or that you can use extension shanks as well. A flat bit has no 
‘body’ to provide some stability and to keep the drill in the right, straight direction. 
And the holes easily become distorted or warped (not perfectly round) with rough walls. 
However, I work with flat bits very much, but in combination with an end-piece (a pilot) 
which I mount on the top of the flat bit: see the picture. The pilot has the same diameter as 
the pilot hole that I had made before in the wood with one of my other drills. 

 

 
 

 
 
Photos: the flat bit system, mounted and as separate parts. It is also possible to fasten the 
pilot with a screw through the hole in the flat bit. I learned this method from Wim Som- 
sen, who inspired me many years ago to make recorders. See also Comm. 648 by Bob 
Marvin (FoMRHI Q 41). Flat bits are easy to sharpen on an electric grinding wheel. It is 
important to maintain the original cutting angle and the symmetry of both sites of the drill, 
and not to distort the shape of the point (which happened to the flat bit in the photo). 

 
Some practical tips: 
For preference, I use this method on my lathe, for instance to make a socket for an 
instrument part. I have ground some drills at their sides, to get a slight conical shape, 
for instance from Ø 24 to 23.5 mm over a length of 25 mm, which is commonly 
found on the sockets of the heads of baroque alto recorders.The accuracy of this 
method of boring with the flat bit system depends on how precisely the end-piece is 
mounted, and also how accurately you have drilled the pilot hole. Often that pilot hole 
is a bit wider at the side where you started boring. That is because you have to retract 
the drill several times before the hole is finished. 



The traditional extension shanks have the problem that the 
hexagonal socket screws (or their keys) always wear out 
(photo right). That is why I prefer to use flat bits by Rex; 
they can be attached to an extension shank in which the 
drills can be simply locked with a click (photo below). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Warning: do not use the extended 
drill horizontally, because the con- 
nection has a considerable slack 
(see photo below). This is however 
no problem when you bore verti- 
cally. 

 
 

 
 
 

7.5 Other types of drills 
 
 

 
 

wood that comes out from the inside of the drill. I have no 

This is a drill (with a rod 
as a pilot) which I made 
from a simple iron tube 
(Ø 20x19mm), the teeth 
were made with a fine 
saw and a file. 
I use this drill for making 
a circular slot in the foot 
of a traverso (for fitting a 
so-called ‘register’, an 
short extension piece). 
With the same type of 
drill, without a pilot, you 
can make long holes with 
an additional bonus: 
a long narrow piece of 

experience with this method of drilling long holes, but I know that 
Rudolph Tutz from Innsbruck once made a traverso from thuja 
wood in this way. 
There are more types of drills, such a forstner bits (photo right) 
which are sometimes handy for particular jobs, such as for be- 
ginning a hole in a wood which has nasty knots. 
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